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“The soundtracks include some of the most heartwarming and unforgettable tracks from
Time Master, with an emphasis on some of the best and most memorable songs in the
games to date. The songs included are a little more varied than in some of the other
soundtracks, based on the character traits of each of the major characters.” - TIME

MASTER SOUNDTRACK Download Trailer: Also available on all digital stores, as well as
physical media, CD and vinyl. Thank you for your support! One of the earliest games in

the Castlevania series, the original Castlevania was a major departure from other games
at the time. It boasted a dazzlingly colorful presentation, with sprites filled with a
genuine flair for animation, and a variety of gameplay that was designed to be as

accessible as possible. It was also the only time in the series where items were used as
weapons. While the gameplay itself may not have been revolutionary, the presentation

of the game was still captivating. It was the first (and only at the time) game to be
released on the Sony Playstation in Japan. At the time of its release, Konami had a

distribution deal with Sony, and games wouldn’t be released for the Playstation market
in Japan until many years later, eventually solidifying its own internal development team
for games that would be released in Japan. But the gameplay wasn’t the only reason why

people were drawn to this game. There was an enormous amount of character and
memorable moments, filled with tension and drama, that made Castlevania, at the time,

one of the most amazing games to come out of the gaming industry. The Story After
Dracula is killed and crumbles to dust, the Belmonts stand victorious. They free the

people who have been imprisoned by Dracula’s forces, but learn that their Queen, Mina,
is missing. The Belmonts decide that they will search the castle for Mina, and they must

find her fast, before Dracula rises from his grave. But while they’re busy looking for Mina,
Dracula makes a full re-appearance, ready to take control again and destroy them. The

Belmonts must battle

Goliath Features Key:
Realistic 3D graphics and amazing game world
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Movement controls feel great to use
Control sword, magic, and shield to fight

Collect millions of stars, many with special abilities
Experience the adventure of a lifetime as you conquer a fantasy world

Unlock dozens of special creatures that become your allies
Wonderful game world that will leave you breathless

Astro Dash Game System Requirements:

Processor: 2.0 GHz or better
RAM: 1.5 GB
OS: Windows® XP or later
Graphics: DirectX® 9.0-compliant video card
DirectX®: Optional

Astro Dash Game Sound Features:

Easy to understand user interface
Shows what key combinations correspond to which actions
Various sounds, music, and battle sounds
High quality 3D graphics and spectacular background

FINAL FANTASY® I& II

Final Fantasy® I Game Key features:
Realistic 3D graphics and amazing game world
Fast and responsive controls that feel amazing to use
Item gathering, battle, and city management system
UI system that feels intuitive
Awesome music and sound

Final Fantasy® II Game Key features:
Realistic 3D graphics and amazing game world
Fast and responsive controls that feel amazing to use
Item gathering, battle, and city management system
Player management system that lets you carry the entire game on a single computer
UI system that feels intuitive
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